Ringwood Natural History Society
Stanpit Marsh
Date:
15th November 2017
Walk Leaders: Pat and Malcolm Cox
Weather:
Light to Heavy Cloud
Temperature: 12 degrees
Attendees:
16
Stanpit Marsh is situated on the north side of Christchurch Harbour, just below the confluence of the rivers Avon
and Stour. The 65 hectare site has an unusual combination of habitats including salt marsh with creeks and salt
pans, reed beds, freshwater marsh, gravel estuarine banks and sandy scrub. The marsh and surrounding area was
originally purchased from Gordon Selfridge in 1930 by Christchurch Borough Council and is managed by
Christchurch Countryside Service. It was designated as a Local Nature Reserve in 1964 and in 1986 as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest. The Marsh is home to over 300 species of plants, 14 of which are nationally rare and
endangered. The diversity of plants supports a strong community of wildlife, invertebrate fauna includes a great
number of butterflies and dragonflies and there have been 313 bird species recorded, some of which breed on
Stanpit but most arrive with the spring or autumn migration. A maximum of 20 New Forest ponies and 10 cattle
are used for land management purposes, they are owned by a local person.
Stanpit Marsh has a 7000 year history of human activity, from Mesolithic coastal wanderers to The Doomsday
book entry for Stanpit village which reveals that Stanpit was once known as 'Stanpeta' (meaning 2 estates with
meadows). More recently, in the late 18th Century, Stanpit Marsh was notorious for smugglers. Contraband was
landed at Mudeford Quay, brought across the harbour and up the narrow channels that still criss-cross the marsh
to this day. Mother Siller's channel used to stretch as far as the Ship in Distress pub, the then time landlady Hanna
Siller, was known as the protecting angel of smugglers. The climax of smuggling was the locally famous battle of
Mudeford on 15 July 1784. Today the scout hut on Stanpit Recreation Ground is named 'Orestes' in memory of
the customs 'lugger' sent to confront the smugglers.
Our walk took us in a circular walk on the marsh which uses a prototype Bailey Bridge to cross Mother Siller’s
Channel, which is now silted up.
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